54th SANT JORDI SWIMMING TROPHY’S RULES - 2020
1.- The CLUB ESPORTIU MEDITERRANI organizes the 54th SANT JORDI Swimming Trophy, which is
included into RFEN and FCN’s official calendars, as well as it is part of Catalan Swimming Trophies Circuit –
21st Gran Prix Barcelona Provincial council.
2.- The competition will take place on 25 April 2020, in morning and afternoon sessions (9.30 AM and 4.30
PM), in the CE Mediterrani sports facilities named Josep Vallès (50 m. outdoor pool) in c/ Begur, 44-52,
Barcelona, with automatic electronic timekeeping.
3.- This Trophy will take place in open category but with qualifying times for swimmers to be able to take part
in it.
4.- Each club is able to take part with all the swimmers they want to if they proved the qualifying times, provided
that the following number of heats is not exceeded:

Heats limitation
Events

Heats

100
400
800
Relays

5
3
2
3

The organizing committee will inform with enough time the swimmers who stay out of the competition or
possible enlargements.
5.- There’s no limitation on the number of events per swimmer, provided that they proved the qualifying times
in each event entered. The qualifying times are the ones specified in the Circuit General Rules.
The entry fee is 9 € per event. Foreign clubs must pay them by bank transfer, into the entries’ deadline, to the
following bank account:
BANC DE SABADELL
ES98 0081 0025 2400 0357 1564
BIC: BSABESBB
Entries will be valid once we receive the payment voucher at the following e-mail address:
natacio@natacio.cat

6.-Events will be according to the following program:
Morning Session 9.30 AM
101.- Mixed 12x50m FREESTYLE
01.- Women’s 400 m FREESTYLE
02.- Men’s 400 m FREESTYLE
03.- Women’s 100 m BUTTERFLY
04.- Men’s 100 m BUTTERFLY
102.- Mixed 4x100m BREASTSTROKE
05.- Women’s 100 m BACKSTROKE
06.- Men’s 100 m BACKSTROKE
07.- Women’s 400 m INDIVIDUAL MEDLEY
08.- Men’s 400 m INDIVIDUAL MEDLEY
09.- Women’s 100 m BREASTSTROKE
10.- Men’s 100 m BREASTSTROKE
11.- Women’s 100 m FREESTYLE
12.- Men’s 100 m FREESTYLE
103.- Mixed 4x100m BUTTERFLY
13.- Women’s 800 m FREESTYLE
14.- Men’s 800 m FREESTYLE

Afternoon Session 4.30 PM
104.- Mixed 4x100m BACKSTROKE
01.- Women’s 400 m FREESTYLE
Fastest heat
02.- Men’s 400 m FREESTYLE
Fastest heat
03.- Women’s 100 m BUTTERFLY
A-B Finals
04.- Men’s 100 m BUTTERFLY
A-B Finals
105.- Mixed 4x100m FREESTYLE
05.- Women’s 100 m BACKSTROKE
A-B Finals
06.- Men’s 100 m BACKSTROKE
A-B Finals
07.- Women’s 400 m INDIV. MEDLEY Fastest heat
08.- Men’s 400 m INDIV. MEDLEY
Fastest heat
09.- Women’s 100 m BREASTSTROKE A-B Finals
10.- Men’s 100 m BREASTSTROKE
A-B Finals
11.- Women’s 100 m FREESTYLE
A-B Finals
12.- Men’s 100 m FREESTYLE
A-B Finals
106.- Mixed 6x(200-100-50)m FREESTYLE
13.- Women’s 800 m FREESTYLE
Fastest heat
14.- Men’s 800 m FREESTYLE
Fastest heat

7.- All events will be swum by preliminaries in the morning session and A and B Finals in the afternoon session,
except the 400/800/1500 events which the slowest heats will be in the morning session and the fastest heat
will be in the afternoon session and the relay events will be by time trial system.
IMPORTANT RELAYS:
To take part at the relay events, each Club must select 12 swimmers (6 male / 6 female) who will be
distributed into the different relays. It is obliged to take part in all relays of the program. We will accept
B teams as long as we don’t have three heats completed and in strict order of the entry times in the
12x50m relay event.
8.- ONE START rule will be applied for all competition.
9.- Withdraws for the preliminaries and for the time trial system events must be informed until 45 minutes
before the morning session starts.
Withdraws will be accepted for the Final of the events previous to the 400 m. Individual Medley event once this
event has finished.
For the rest of the events, withdraws for the Finals will be accepted until 15 minutes after the end of the morning
session.
A swimmer not presented at a preliminary event, won’t be able to take part to any other later event of the
morning session.
We will put the Finals into our web site, at the following link:
https://www.aquatics.cat/natacio/circattrof/trofeusantjordi19-20

10.- The first 3 classified male and female swimmers in each individual event will have medals, as well as
material awards to be settled for the organizing committee.
Relay events will have a special classification where the first 3 classified Clubs will have an award.
Trophy’s cash prizes will be according to the Circuit General Rules:
100,00 € to the first classified in each event.
350,00 € for the best male and female individual achievements based on the FINA point Table, which assesses
the time results.
All prize money will be for income tax retaining.
As well, the best male and female individual achievements based on the FINA point table, which assesses the
time results, will be awarded with the 54th SANT JORDI’S TROPHY.
In a parallel way, it will take place the 37th Joan Ferri’s Memorial. The best male and female individual
achievements from swimmers of CLUB ESPORTIU MEDITERRANI, based on the FINA point table, which
assesses the time results, will be awarded with a trophy.
Note: It is OBLIGED for the awarded swimmers to go to the podium with the Club’s official dress.
11.- Entries must be done on-line through the enabled link (www.swimrankings.net) in our competition’s web
site, where you can find as well a document with the explanation of how to do it at the following link:
https://www.aquatics.cat/natacio/circattrof/trofeusantjordi19-20
You must send the pdf generated at the end of the on-line entries to the Catalan Trophies Circuit e-mail:
natacio@natacio.cat and the deadline is on Thursday, 9 April 2020 at 6:00 PM.

Data
ENTRIES PERIOD STARTS - SWIMRANKINGS
ENTRIES DEADLINE - SWIMRANKINGS
PROVISIONAL STARTSLIST
OFFICIAL STARTSLIST

06/04/2020
09/04/2020
13/04/2020
16/04/2020

RELAY TEAMS COMPOSITION
COMPETITION 1st SESSION
COMPETITION 2nd SESION

20/04/2020
25/04/2020
25/04/2020

Entries sent after the deadline won’t be accepted. Neither any change in the events or in the entry times or
entries sent by fax.
12.- Any contingency not covered by these Regulations will be solved in accordance with the Catalan
Swimming Trophies Circuit General rules or, alternatively, the actual Technical Rules.

13.- MEDITERRANI SPORTING CLUB has the right to modify these rules when circumstances may need.
RELAY EVENTS:
Relay events entries must be done through the following criterion:

Relay Events Entries
Event
12x50
4x100
6x(200-100-50)

Sum of Times
Sum of Times
Sum of Times

Event cutting B Teams
in the event 4x200 Mixed
FREESTYLE

The composition of the swimmers in the 12x50 relay event must be sent to the Catalan Swimming Federation
to notify your participation through the official form you can find at the competition’s web site, before 20 April
2020:

https://www.aquatics.cat/natacio/circattrof/trofeusantjordi19-20
Relay teams composition:

Relay Teams Composition
Female
12x50
4x100
6x(200-100-50)

50%
50%
50% in each distance

Male
50%
50%
50%

Order

in each distance

Random
Random
Random

Score will be done by the sum of the points earned in the relays according to the following table:

Relay Teams Punctuation
Events
4x100
BACKSTROKE/BREASTSTROKE/BUTTERFLY/FREESTYLE
12x50 FREESTYLE Mixed
6x(200-100-50) FREESTYLE Mixed

Points

NP

2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12...

48

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6...
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6...

24
24

Score will be according to the position. In case of a tie, the score for each club will be
the same in accordance to the position
Final classification will be by the sum of the points. Clubs will be classified in order from minor to major score.

